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ABSTRACT

In the event of an emergency, media relation should be considered as one of the most
important functions in emergency management. Individuals should be trained to be able to
provide factual information to the media and the citizens during nuclear emergencies. Media
can be also acquainted with the scope, ways and means of providing information related to
nuclear emergencies during the predefined and regular media training or workshops, or as a
part of regular training routine of involved organizations and institutions.

This paper is through various approaches trying to present one of the possible ways that
media and public relation can be treated during the emergencies and inside the developed
emergency plans and procedures. It also represents an idea, based on the authors' experience,
on a way in which things can be organized in the Croatian Technical Support Center when it
comes to the media/public relation issue.

1 INTRODUCTION

Public and media informing are a separate and important part of the emergency plans
and procedures in most countries. According to these plans separate group of people inside
the Technical Support or Information Center is designated and given a task to process,
prepare and issue information and data related to nuclear emergencies. Although this seems
like a very simple and easy task to fulfil, appearance is once more misleading. As a matter of
fact, this task requires perfect coordination and predefined goals and procedures.
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2 INSIDE EMERGENCY PLAN

2.1 Information preparation

Usually inside the Emergency plan, procedure package dealing with the information
preparation has a short description of the involved policies, probable situation and
assumptions that need to be fulfilled.

Head institution (in the US this is usually state acting through the appropriate office or
institution) has the obligation of the keeping the general public informed of the situation and
the appropriate emergency measures to be taken during and following the onset or occurrence
of emergencies and disasters.

In the situation description it is presumed that during the emergency associated
circumstances are rapidly changing and they necessitate prompt, continuous dissemination of
public information. The public can also accept hearsay, rumors, and half-truths as fact during
the periods in which no credible source of emergency public information is available.
Emergency public information is essential to guiding the actions of emergency victims in
order to assure their understanding of the situation and to enable them to respond
appropriately to the treats and circumstances imposed to them by the emergency.

2.2 Organization and concept of operations

In the most cases emergency response agencies utilize the so-called Joint Information
Center (JIC) concept for the coordinated release of the public information during the
emergency. This allows head and local agencies to speak with one voice and in that way helps
preventing duplicative or conflicting information from being released to the public. JIC has its
operating procedures, its location, equipment, and several tasks and roles:

� Provides a single source of public information to the media/public, thus insuring
continued confidence in the emergency response agencies' ability to protect life and
property,

� Provides decision makers with feedback from the media and the public,
� Reduces the chance of misunderstanding and errors in the released public information,
� Provides one location for the media to gather information,
� Provides a location where the media can be oriented and briefed during and after

emergency,
� etc.

One of the crucial parts of the operations' concept is media monitoring. For that purpose
Media Monitoring Center is usually established and co-located with the JIC. Its primary task
is to ensure that emergency public information and instructions are being broadcast accurately
and on time.

Another part of the concept is rumor control, which is a vital function in any
emergency. As rumors may surface in number of ways (calls to local agencies, questions to
emergency personnel in the field, shelter personnel, media…), personnel coming into contact
with the media/public must be able to recognize if misinformation is being circulated or if
public information is being misinterpreted. In addition to this all emergency personnel should
be familiar with the appropriate procedures and personnel to whom the rumor should be
reported.
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In regard to all mentioned above Spokesperson located at the JIC has several
responsibilities:

� Provide accurate and timely information (related to the emergency) to the media/public,
� Answer questions asked by the media,
� Provide clarification on any relevant information,
� Provide, if and as needed, an overview of "radiation and health effects",
� Explain the extent and scope of the radiological consequences related to the emergency,
� Provide, to the extent needed, a synopsis of the activities in handling the possible off-site

consequences, including radiological conditions assessment, field measurement,
laboratory analysis of samples, dose projection results, protective action recommendation,
radioprotective drug (namely, potassium iodide) for thyroid protection, coordination with
the neighboring states and the federal agencies for assistance, protecting emergency
workers,

� Conduct periodic press briefings with other agencies, such as utility, state emergency
management agency, local agencies,

� Coordinate exchange of all relevant information with all other agencies involved in this
process,

� Coordinate the content of "Press Releases",
� Update media as necessary on radiological conditions, and the technical aspects of

recovery/ reentry activities.
� Provide accurate and timely information (related to the emergency) to the media/public,
� Answer questions asked by the media,
� Provide clarification on any relevant information,
� Provide, if and as needed, an overview of "radiation and health effects",
� Explain the extent and scope of the radiological consequences related to the emergency,
� Provide, to the extent needed, a synopsis of the activities in handling the possible off-site

consequences, including radiological conditions assessment, field measurement,
laboratory analysis of samples, dose projection results, protective action recommendation,
radioprotective drug (namely, potassium iodide) for thyroid protection, coordination with
the neighboring states and the federal agencies for assistance, protecting emergency
workers,

� Conduct periodic press briefings with other agencies, such as utility, state emergency
management agency, local agencies,

� Coordinate exchange of all relevant information with all other agencies involved in this
process,

� Coordinate the content of "Press Releases",
� Update media as necessary on radiological conditions, and the technical aspects of

recovery/reentry activities.

3 MEDIA RELATIONS

3.1 Media in emergency management

Media relations are one of the most important functions in emergency management.
Usually so called "Media Day" is conducted in conjunction with the Nuclear Power Plants
(NPP) to prepare the media with the scope, and ways and means of providing information
related to radiological/ NPP emergencies. Trained individuals should be maintained to
provide factual information to the media and the citizens during radiological/ NPP
emergencies, as cited before.
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To be able to fulfill all given tasks promptly, Spokesperson follows predefined
procedures and uses in advance prepared press releases, Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1 News Bulletin

Figure 2 News Release
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3.2 Media interaction

Every interaction with the media should be taken very seriously, no matter how trivial
the subject or how limited the exposure. It is necessary to understand that the media are
established as businesses with their own objectives, owners and stockholders.

In presentation of relevant information to the media there are three possible interview
types: print, radio and TV. They differ considerably in presenting one's image, in time limits
and in a fact whether you can be sure that what you say is what is heard by the public. The
success of the interview can be set by developing a Prioritized List of the points that had to be
made while considering what questions media personnel might ask based on the type of
interview.

Very few people are immediately at ease when speaking with the media, and old adage
"practice makes perfect" is more than appropriate here. To be more comfortable when dealing
with media several public relations books are available on the market. Here are some of the
tips they offer for Spokesperson:

� Prepare and practice speaking to the media,
� When answering questions, place your most important points at the beginning of each

response where they will be clear and isolated,
� Refer to the interviewer by name, early and often,
� It is not only what you say but also how you say it that communicates. A forthright

response to a question portrays candor and confidence. Long pauses before you answer or
a sniff, flat monotone can indicate indecision, a lack of conviction, lack of knowledge or
lack of interest.  If the interview is being televised, the appearance of indecision or
insincerity will be magnified,

� You should not feel pressured to respond instantly to a difficult question on a complex
subject. Although pausing can give a bad impression, you can gain time to collect your
thoughts by saying something like, “I hadn’t thought of it from that viewpoint before….”
Also, don’t jump in before the reporter has finished his/her question,

� Think fast but talk slowly. This helps ensure accuracy and audience comprehension. But
speak fast enough to get your main thoughts into sound bite length – seven to 12 seconds,

� Never forget your ultimate audience. You are talking to the people who read the
publication or watch the program.  Put your answers in “people” terms. For example,
“Our employees evacuated for their protection.” not “We evacuated our personnel for
their protection.”,

� Be yourself. Humanize your response and let some of yourself show.  Make analogies to
things you like and talk about your commitment. You may speak about your own feelings
and concern for the safety of your family and the families around you,

� Don’t be embarrassed if a number or detail is not at hand. You are not obligated to accept
a figure or fact the reporter cites. Offer to check on that or have other media relations'
persons check it,

� Don’t let a reporter put words in your mouth. Whenever you hear the phrases, “Are you
saying that…?” or “Do you mean…?” or “Isn’t it really…?” alarm bells should ring in
your head. Don’t repeat the reporter’s words if you don’t like the way it was phrased.
Phrase your answer in the positive and be sure your main point is up front,

� Look for the hidden agenda or pre-determined story lines in questions. A few reporters (or
media outlets) may have an ax to grind or may have a pre-determined story theme –
positive or negative. There may be nothing you can do in the midst of the interview other
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than to keep your cool and answer questions truthfully. But it would be wise to alert your
superiors and the Emergency Public Information team to the apparent agenda,

� Avoid tongue twisters. Choose words with a minimum number of “S’s”; otherwise, you
sound like a hissing snake – especially on the radio,

� Don’t repeat or reinforce negatives. Don’t dwell on what you don’t know; emphasize what
you do know,

� Consider what your words will mean to others. William Safire once said, “To many a
depression is what you take to a psychiatrist, not an economist.” Think about words that
are common to those in the industry but that may have a different meaning to the general
public. Choose carefully and talk in terms anyone can understand,

� Be realistic in your answers. Think about questions from the public’s point of view. Don’t
set expectations too high. It’s real tempting to offer assurances. People would rather know
the realistic truth and prepare for that than be disappointed by someone trying to please
them,

� Respond to a simple question with a simple answer. Avoid acronyms and jargon. The
public understands short, simple sentences. This doesn’t mean you can’t use industry
terms; this just means you must explain them each time you use them. Maybe you’re not
sure what words are common to the public? Ask a friend or neighbor if they know the
meaning of phrases you intend to use,

� Speak in the first person, active voice. Put people and the organization at the front of the
sentence – take responsibility for the action. For example, “We’re working to stop the leak
right now,” not “The leak should be stopped soon.” People make decisions and take
actions –not the agency or jurisdiction,

� Don’t waste time with a reporter by arguing against the other side. Instead, state your case
positively,

� Don’t be offended by a reporter’s questions about what you consider private or
proprietary areas. It’s a reporter’s job to ask questions and probe. It is your job to decide
how much or how little to say. Answer what you can truthfully or explain why you can’t –
for example, security issues,

� Don’t respond to a narrow question with an equally narrow answer. If the question is
something like, “How many people will be affected by this evacuation?” you can say,
“About 300, and we’re working with the county to make sure that these people know
where to go to be safe.”,

� Don’t answer hypothetical questions or give your opinion. However, take advantage of the
opportunity to talk about what you do know,

� Never – absolutely never – lie to a reporter. Reporters are paid to dig for the truth. You
may get away with a lie occasionally, but once you’ve been found out, you’ve destroyed
your credibility – and that of your organization,

� Remember, bad news doesn’t get better with age. Get out the information and move on,
� Be prepared for the questions you hope reporters won’t ask as well as the questions you

hope they will ask.

4 CONCLUSIONS

During and after a nuclear accident, effective communication is essential to enable
authorities to take prompt measures and to provide reliable information to the public. Such
measures can address the consequences of a nuclear accident, save lives, and protect the
environment. This is the reason why media relation should be considered as one of the most
important functions in emergency management.
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Individuals should be trained to be able to provide factual information to the media and
the citizens during nuclear emergencies - through regular media training or workshops, or as a
part of regular training routine of involved organizations and institutions. The lessons learned
during these exercises help the improvement and adequate modification of the procedures,
and correction of the communication problems. Needless to say that developed and
predefined emergency plans and procedures with the part on a media/public relation and
interaction are essential.
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